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GLO Plat survey note archival results in wider availability of info
By Rod Bassler and Lee Krein

The North Dakota Office of the
State Engineer and State Water
Commission (SWC) are responsible
for the preservation and dissemination of official General Land Office
government survey plats (GLOs) and
notes for the State of North Dakota.
Many of these documents are as old,
or older than the state itself. Even
though steps have been taken to protect these maps and notes throughout
the past 100 years, the media (including paper, microfiche, and film) are
getting older and decaying, and some
of these documents have been ruined
or lost due to water damage or fire. It
was for these reasons that the SWC
made the decision to preserve these
resources in an electronic format,
while the remaining documents are
still in fairly good condition.
In the fall of 2002, the SWC started scanning the GLOs with the intent
of preserving these valuable resources. The plats have been scanned at
quality levels that make them at least
16

as good as the originals when plotted
out at original sizes. In addition, the
notes were scanned so they are as
legible as the original copies. The
GLO plats are also geo-registered
for use in our enterprise GIS so they
can be overlaid with contemporary
map data. This provides an incredible amount of information, allowing
the comparison of map features from
100 years ago, with those that we
see around us today. The electronic
format also allows for many copies
to be made and distributed, which
better safeguards them for the future.
The other obvious benefit is that the
notes and plats can be made available via the Internet; any time of the
day or night, at no cost to the user.

The original notes for all of the
government surveys were more
problematic. These survey notes,
which included the vast majority of
the notes in the SWCʼs collection,
were converted to microfilm and
microfiche many years ago. At the
time, this was a popular method of
archiving paper materials. Unfortunately, the limited shelf life of film
and the labor-intensive methods
of retrieving the data makes them
cumbersome to store, maintain, and
distribute. This made the idea of
creating electronic copies that much
more attractive. However, it was
expected that the job of scanning the
notes would be extremely expensive
and time consuming.

The SWC started with all of the
paper survey records in our inventory, which included the GLO plats
and the re-survey notes. Within the
next year, over 2,800 GLOs were
scanned, geo-registered, and quality
control checked. The re-survey notes
include approximately 850 additional
scans.

A lucky break materialized when
SWC staff members attended a meeting with the U.S. Bureau of Land
Management (BLM) in the fall of
2002. The BLM indicated that they
were approaching the same task and
had started scanning the original
notes, leaving the GLO plats and
re-survey notes for their last task.
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Since the SWC already had that part
of their objectives completed, both
agencies agreed to exchange data.
This was quite fortunate for both
agencies, and has resulted in significant savings of time and money. The
BLM is planning to have their part in
the project finished toward the end of
2004. That data will be made available via the SWC website as soon as
possible.
Currently, anyone can obtain the
GLO plats and re-survey records
via the Internet delivery system on
the SWCʼs website. The system is
currently dealing with over 10,000
directories and files, but is handling
the load with ease. The address for
the website is:
www.swc.state.nd.us/
dataresources/glosearchform.html.
You can search for GLO plats and
their associated notes (right now,
only the re-survey notes) by entering the specific township and range,
or you can get all of the notes and
plats for any of the counties in North
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Dakota. Further, the SWC will be
adding what is available for those
townships that border North Dakota
in the neighboring states of South
Dakota, Montana, and Minnesota.
For now, if you need the original
survey note descriptions, or you just
want paper copies, you can simply
contact the SWC. (Paper copies are

available at a minimal fee).
For more information or questions regarding the above archiving
efforts, or for help retrieving information from the SWC website, please
contact via e-mail:
Lee Krein, lkrein@state.nd.us, or
Rod Bassler, rbassler@state.nd.us,
or call them at 701-328-2752.
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THE

AT M O S P H E R I C R E S E R V O I R

TH E WATE R PR I M E R
By Michael Noone

In the spring
of this year, the
ongoing flooding crisis around
Devils Lake was
worsened when
a heavy rain
event fell on still
snow-covered
ground. All of this
moisture, coupled
with the precipitation from several
significant rain
events led to Devils Lake climbing from 1,446.5
feet above mean
sea level (amsl)
to approximately
1,449.1 feet amsl
in only a few
months, inundating 18,500 acres
of land and filling
the lake with an
additional 337,000
acre-feet of water.
The most recent flooding has led
to many difficulties, including millions of dollars in road reconstruction
and damages to homes. It has also
forced the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to begin the process of raising
the levee that protects the City of
Devils Lake from Devils Lake itself.
If there were no levee, at 1,449 feet
amsl, large portions of the City of
Devils Lake would be under nearly
25 feet of water.
The original levee was constructed in 1984, but the inexorable rise
of Devils Lake has meant that the
levee itself must rise too, in order to
20

contract, with
a schedule to
award the contract
by late August.
Construction is
expected to be
completed by the
fall of 2005.
This round of
construction will
raise the levee to
an elevation of
1,460 feet amsl,
which will provide
protection from
Devils Lake to
1,454 feet amsl.
The total cost
for this phase of
construction is
estimated at $8.5
Without the levee, at 1,448 feet amsl, large
million.
portions of the City of Devils Lake would
Despite the
be flooded (shown in red on the map).
Map courtesy of Moore Engineering.
high cost of raising the levee, the
latest round of
construction will
be relatively inprotect the city. Since its construction
expensive compared to what will be
in 1984, the levee has been lengthrequired if the lake rises even higher.
ened and raised four times, at a cost
The most recent stages of construcof over $51 million.
tion on the levee consisted primarily
The most recent phase of conof adding material to the top of the
struction, known as Stage III, was
structure. If the levee needs to be
triggered when Devils Lake exraised beyond Stage III, the structure
ceeded an elevation of 1,448 feet
must be widened and lengthened as
amsl, because of the severe damages
well. If this is required, it is estimatthat would occur if the levee were
ed that it will cost tens of millions
overtopped. The current levee, at 7.2
more.
miles in length and a top elevation of
Raising the Devils Lake levee is
1,457 feet amsl, protects to an elevaonly one important part of the threetion of 1,451 feet amsl.
pronged approach to reducing flood
On July 14, 2004, the Corps andamages in the Devils Lake basin,
nounced their intentions to initiate
which includes infrastructure protecthe next raise of the levee when they
tion, an outlet to the Sheyenne River,
began advertising the construction
and upper basin water management.
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Cloud Seeding 301: How it all works
By Aaron Gilstad

In my last two articles on cloud
seeding, I described the processes by
which thunderstorms and precipitation develop and how operations are
conducted. Now that you have some
understanding of how natural thunderstorms work, and how seeding
is done, I can begin to explain why
cloud seeding works.
There are several theories behind
modern cloud seeding, which are
based on what we know about thunderstorm and precipitation development. We use these theories as a basis
for targeting thunderstorms as we do.
When seeding is done, a change is
forced upon the cloud to increase its
efficiency and the developing precipitation follows a slightly different path
of growth. The figure here shows a simplified version of the changes believed
to take place after seeding is started.
The most widely accepted theory
behind cloud seeding for hail suppression is that of beneficial competition. Beneficial competition depends
upon hail embryos competing for the
limited amount of super-cooled liquid
water contained within the cloud at
any given time. The beneficial competition concept states that seeding adds
ice nuclei to the cloud, significantly
increasing the number of hail embryos present, and expanding the region
in the cloud where hail embryos
develop. These embryos then compete with the natural embryos for the
supercooled liquid water in the cloud,
thus making the resulting hailstones
smaller. It is the same as cutting a pie
to feed 30 people versus six people;
everyone will get a much smaller
piece. The increased number of hail
embryos may also result in updraft
North Dakota Water ■ September 2004
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loading and reduce the cloudʼs updraft speed. With such a large number
of hail embryos, it becomes significantly less likely that the overloaded
updraft of the thunderstorm will be
able to keep the embryos aloft. This
results in trajectory lowering, where
hail embryos are kept at a warmer,
lower level in the cloud and thus are
less likely to grow to large sizes. The
hail must then fall out of the cloud,
both smaller and earlier than would
have occurred naturally.
Rain enhancement is accomplished with the concept of early
rainout in mind. The idea being that
seeding will initiate ice production
earlier and thus improve the potential
for rain to form. An added benefit
may be a slight increase in life span
of the cloud, which means it would
rain over an expanded area as compared to a naturally occurring localized rain cloud. Early rainout is also
part of the conceptual model for hail
suppression, as it may increase the
growth of the cloud, cause it to precipitate earlier than it would naturally, thus reducing its ability to produce

Hail and Rain

Rain

damaging hail. That cloud will be putting water on the ground rather than
holding it aloft to form large hail. Additionally, if this seeded cloud grows
bigger, faster than it would naturally,
it will begin competing for the energy
that may be supporting severe thunderstorm activity nearby, affecting a
decrease in hail potential.
Clouds are far more complex than
the diagram and my description would
imply, but the concepts put forth are
sound. Seeding affects the cloud in
several different ways from beneficial
competition to early rainout, basically making small adjustments to
the cloud to improve the efficiency
and manage the energy budget of that
cloud system. Each component of the
conceptual model is taken into effect
in conducting the operational seeding
that takes place around the world.
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